
Jeyi Adole

Senior Frontend, Mobile, & UX

Engineer

Results-driven problem solver with five years of expertise in the

tech industry. Built over 60 projects for startups, agencies, and

clients, including MVPs, V1s, and Betas.

meetjeyvers@gmail.com

github.com/jeyvers

linkedin.com/in/jeyi-adole

jeyvers.com

EXPERIENCE

FrontendWeb & Mobile Engineer (Full-time)

Jan 2024 - Present | BitReport - Croatia (Remote)

- Developed a robust document management system similar

to a mini Google Docs, with features like upload, view,

creation, deletion, role management, ownership transfer,

folder organization, archiving, updating, duplicating, and

drafts. Customized the editor using Remirror and Tiptap,

and utilized TypeScript and GraphQL for data handling and

user permissions.

- Performed code cleanups, UI adjustments, and bug fixes to

enhance application performance and user experience.

Senior Frontend Engineer (Part-time)

January 2024 - July 2024 | NAVI - Nigeria (Remote)

- Developed a comprehensive ticketing system with support

for diverse event types, ticket categories, and user roles

including partners, businesses, super admins, admins, and

end users.

- Led a team of 6 to refactor the codebase and build a mobile

application for the ticketing system

- Offered a CTO position as a recognition of leadership and

contributions to the development and refactoring of the

ticketing system and mobile application.

SKILLS

LANGUAGES &

FRAMEWORKS

Solidity, React.js,

React Native, Next.js,

Typescript, Vue.js,

JavaScript, HTML,

ETA, CSS, SCSS

Redux, Jest,

GraphQL

Node.js, Tailwind,

Bootstrap, Firebase

TOOLS

Git, Github, Gitea,

Gitlab, Trello, Asana,

Kanban, Shortcut,

XCode, Android

Studio, VsCode,

Figma, Mac, Linux

EDUCATION

BSc. in Psychology

mailto:meetjeyvers@gmail.com
https://github.com/jeyvers
https://linkedin.com/in/jeyi-adole
https://jeyvers.com


Lead Frontend Mobile Developer (Contract)

Nov 2023 - March 2024 | Gomova - Nigeria (Remote)

- Debugged and resolved issues with Firebase, Google Maps,

Flutterwave, and UI/UX in two React Native (Driver to User)

logistics apps for iOS and Android

Senior Frontend Engineer (Contract)

Aug 2023 - February 2024 | HireForceOne - Belgium (Remote)

- Led the development of a complex job timeline feature,

significantly enhancing the UI aesthetic by 90% in an HR

industry application, ensuring an on-time V1 launch.

- Received CEO recognition for delivering high-performing,

time-saving solutions.

- Led a team of four in refactoring a codebase from

React/Redux to Next.js, TypeScript, and Tailwind CSS.

Mid-Level Frontend Engineer (Full-time)

Oct 2022 - January 2024 | NAVI - Nigeria (Remote)

- Led a 6-member tech team to deliver an on-time MVP and

V1 hospitality product using React, Typescript, and Firebase.

- Served as the primary consultant for aesthetics and user

experience, partnering on backend development, yielding a

40% increase in user management and better code.

- Stood out as the sole team member retained during

company layoffs.

React Frontend Developer (Full-time)

Aug 2022 - Aug 2023 | ManaKnight Digital - Canada (Remote)

- Collaborated with a diverse team of 30+ developers on over

16 projects such as betting sites, e-commerce platforms,

recruitment test sites, and large-scale applications, and led

them to completion.

- Engaged directly with 7 clients to manage preferences and

resolve issues, enhancing client satisfaction and fostering

strong relationships.

2019 - 2023

University of Jos,

Nigeria,

INTERESTS

WebGL, Three.js,

Ether.js, Ethical

Hacking

OTHER SKILLS

SEO, Data Structures

& Algorithms, PHP

PROJECTS

WITH BITLIGHT

BitReport: Used to

simplify the

process of getting

things done on

time, all the time,

and optimizing

stores with,

audits, and

corrective

measures.

React.js,

Typescript,

GraphQL

WITH NAVI

The NAVI App:

NAVI's innovative

approach to

tourism helps

travelers feel

https://www.bitreport.app/
http://grapemarketplace.com


- Developed a Backend as a Service (BaaS) solution in

collaboration with the entire team, streamlining

development and creating SDKs for the company, saving

15% development time.

- Conducted feasibility and quality tests on over 10

applications built with React, Typescript, ETA, Node.js, and

ES6 Vanilla JS.

Frontend Engineer (Contract)

Jul 2021 - Oct 2021 | White Axis - Nigeria (Remote)

- Independently created a user-centric, cross-platform web

app with React, Next.js, and CSS, driving a 40% increase in

mobile user satisfaction.

- Received accolades for maintaining an up-to-date Trello

board, reducing project delays by 40%.

- Demonstrated exceptional UI design expertise, leading to

two callbacks for new projects and excellent

recommendations.

Frontend Engineer (Part-time)

Mar 2019 - Aug 2020 | Kodecamp - Nigeria (Remote)

- Pioneered the technical quality and accurate functionality of

products by collaborating with 5 cross-functional teams.

- Developed over six new user-facing features with React,

Firebase, Redux, Tailwind, and Sass.

- Collaborated with a team of 16 using Github and Trello

CONTRIBUTIONS

MyTherapist.ng - Mobile & UX Engineer ( 4 months )

Elevated UI, debugged and conceptualized critical features,

covering Android and IOS performance, with React Native.

more connected

to the places they

visit and provides

a wonderful travel

experience.

React.js

WITH MKD

Grape Marketplace:

Wine

e-commerce

tailored to user

tastes: Led

frontend

development of

the subscription

feature, and UI

changes across

other pages.

React.js &

Typescript

http://grapemarketplace.com

